Installation Manual

CLOSE COUPLED W.C

1
Having completed the cistern’s
internals position it to access
the fixings on the base.
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2
Remove the wing nuts and lower
plastic washers from the base of
the cistern body.
Please keep these components
nearby as they will be used
in stage 7.

Please leave the remaining
nuts and washers in place.
Your cistern body should
resemble that shown in fig.3.
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4
Locate the large foam seal and
place this over the plastic cistern
outlet positioned in the centre.
The foam should finish flush with
the cistern base.
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5
Position the cistern body onto
the close-coupled pan.
The two threaded bars should
fit smoothly through the two
corresponding holes towards
the back of the pan.

Gently lower the cistern body
into place, keeping it supported
to prevent it falling.

Locate the wing nuts and washers removed in stage 2 . Screw
these back onto the threaded bars until finger tight. This will secure the cistern body to the pan.
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8
Position the close-coupled pan
in the desired location against
the wall and align with water
supply and outlet connections.
If required consult a plumber to
ensure correct fixing and to
leaks after installation.

9
Draw a line around the base of
base of the pan to clearly mark
the final position.
Also mark the location of the
holes on either side of the pan.
These will be used as a guide
for the floor fixings.
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Using a 10mm bit, drill the floor
and tap in the plastic wall plugs
provided.

Locate the wall fixing kit and
using a 5mm bit, drill the wall
where the cistern body will be
secured.
Plug these two holes with the
plugs provided
(or more appropriate fixings
if required).

Attach the two screw cover
caps to the screw head on
either side of the pan.
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10
Mark the two wall fixing holes
inside the cistern body, ensuring
that the cistern body is still
correctly aligned on the pan.
Then move the pan carefully
to one side.

13
Return the pan to the desired
location, make plumbing
connections and ensure that
they are water tight before
proceeding to stage 14.
We recommend that this process
always be carried out by a
professional plumber/installer.
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Locate the wall fixing components for the cistern body.

Drive the screws into the wall
plugs to hold the cistern body in
place.

Place the cistern lid into position
on top of the cistern body.

These require to be assembled
with a metal washer on the
screw first and a thicker rubber
washer on second .

Locate the push button component and screw this down into
the cistern internals until tight.
This completes the installation
of the close-coupled WC Pan.
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Care and Maintenance
Once installed, flush the toilet 2 or 3 times to ensure it is functioning correctly and check all supply
and waste connections for leaks.
If the toilet fails to remove solids please check the following:
1.
You are pressing the correct button
2.
The valve has been set correctly
3.
There is no obstruction in the W.C outlet or in the connecting soil pipe.
Clean the exterior of your W.C suite with hot soapy water and a cloth.
Do not use harsh abrasives particularly on areas displaying the

logo.

